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Private photographs of a visit to the oilfields of the APOC,  
by the founder of Toc H

1 [A N G L O -P E R S I A N  O I L  C O M PA N Y ]. [C H A P P E L L , Henry Pegg (photographer)]. A 
Christmas pilgrimage to the Anglo-Persian Oil Co. in Persia made by P.B.C.. S.C.. H.P.C.
[Greece, Palestine, Iran, Iraq, Egypt, 1931–1932]. Oblong photograph album (20.5 × 32 cm). With 72 sepia 
photographs (ca. 6 × 8.5 cm). € 8500

Album of personal photographs, commemorating a 
journey in 1931–1932 to the oilfields in modern Iran and 
Iraq, by a trio of travellers which included the Reverend 
Philip “Tubby” Clayton (1885–1972), the founder of the 
Toc H movement. Several photographs show Galilee, 
Jerusalem, Rutbah Wells (Ar-Rutbah) and about 10 show 
“fields”, mostly the main oilfield at Masjed Soleyman, and 
its gas separator.
In 1931 Clayton was invited by the director of the Anglo-
Persian Oil Company, the predecessor of the British 
Petroleum Company, “to inspect the work among the 
Company units in Persia and the Middle East generally” 
(Harcourt). Accompanied by two friends he travelled by 
plane, train and boat to Lake Tiberias and further by plane 
to Rutbah Wells, a British airfield where the group spent 
Christmas Eve with British, Dutch and German travel-
lers. On Christmas Day they reached Abadan and from 
there visited the oilfields near Tehran, Ahvaz, Haftkel, 
Mohammerah, Basra and Masjed Soleyman. After a journey 
to Cairo and Alexandria they boarded an oil tanker for the 
return journey to Britain. This journey inspired Clayton to 
plead passionately for improvements to the life of the crews 
of oil tankers. He described “carrying oil by sea” as “the 
most lonely job on the world’s waters” (Clayton). In 1940 
he became chaplain of Anglo-Saxon Petroleum’s tanker 
fleet and would subsequently sail on multiple tankers.
The photographs must have been taken by Henry Pegg 
Chappell (1909–1997), since the other members appear 
he is the only member not present in the photographs and 
he does not, and only Clayton who completed the journey 
by oil tanker. A carbon copy of a typed list describing all 
photographs is inserted in the album. Since typed and 
handwritten additions to the carbon paper refer to Clayton 
in the third person, he probably typed the original list and 
gave Chappell this carbon copy to insert in his album.
With an inscription, probably by the three travellers, on 
the title page. Binding slightly worn at the extremities. 
Paperclip and staple on the typescript rusted. In very good 
condition.
[19], [5 blank] ll. Clayton, “In a tanker”, in: The Times (9 March 1932), 
p. 15; Harcourt, The impudent dreamer, pp. 216–219. ☞ More on our 
website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_46004.html
https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_46004.html
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Volume of the high-standard  
Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,  

with early examples of Indian photography
2 [A SI AT I C S O CIET Y OF B E N G A L]. Journal of the Asiatic So-

ciety of Bengal, edited by the secretaries. Part I. no. II. – 1865.
Containing:

 — T H O M A S, Edward. “Ancient Indian weights”.
 — G O DW I N-AU ST E N, Henry Haversham. “Description of a 

mystic play, as performed in Ladak, Zaskar, &c.”
 — S H E R R I N G , Matthew Atmore. “Some account of ancient 

remains at Saidpúr and Bhitári”.
 — JA E S C H K E , Heinrich August. “Note on the pronunciation of 

the Tibetan language”.
 — I M P EY, H.B. “Notes on the Gurjat state of Patna”.
 — [Major P E A R S E]. “Literary intelligence”.

Calcutta, printed by C.B. Lewis, at the Baptist Mission Press, Circular 
Road, 1865. 8°. One number of a journal, containing six papers on several 
topics concerning Indian antiquities. With a full-page lithographed plate 
and a small illustration in the text of the first paper, both showing Indian 
coins, and 10 early photographic albumen prints by Captain Melville 
of costumes etc. of the mystic plays. Also with a lithographed full-page 
folding plate bound at the end of the volume, showing an ancient Bud-
dhist temple at Bakarya Kund near Benares. Original publisher’s pink 
printed wrappers. € 2750

The Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal was the quarterly periodical of the Asiatic 
Society (founded in 1784), which used the name Asiatic Society of Bengal from 1832 
to 1936. The present number of the journal contains six highly interesting papers 
concerning Indian antiquities, all written by preëminent Indologists. The work 
opens with a text on ancient Indian weights, especially discussing coins, written by 
Edward Thomas (1813–1886), an English civil servant of the East India Company, 
known for his writings on Indian antiquities. He wrote ground-breaking studies 
in some areas of scholarship, including numismatics (Bactrian, Indo-Scythic and 
Sassanian coins). The second paper, describing a mystic play performed in Ladak, 
Zaskar and other places, was written by the English topographer, geologist, natu-
ralist and surveyor Henry Haversham Godwin-Austen (1834–1923). Although he is 
especially known for his geological and topographical works, he also ventured into 
anthropology, as the present paper shows us, in which he describes not only the 
mystic play, but also in high detail the costumes. This paper is particularly interest-
ing, because it contains very early Indian photographs. Also included is a paper on 
ancient remains at Saidpúr and Bhitári by the Protestant missionary and Indologist 
Matthew Atmore Sherring (1826–1880) and a paper on the pronunciation of the 
Tibetan language by Heinrich August Jaeschke (1817–1883), one of the greatest 
pioneers of Tibertan studies. The present number concludes with a note on the 
Garhjat state of Patna by Major H.B. Impey, Deputy Commissioner of Sambalpur, a 
valuable aid for studying the history of the Chauhan rulers of this state, and with an 
extract by Major Pearse, discussing some Buddhist antiquities of the Hazara valley.
Wrappers only very slightly frayed, lithograph with the coins and leaves with the 
ten mounted photographs browned, a small marginal tear in the lithograph with 
the coins (not affecting the image). Untrimmed and with some bolts unopened. 
Highly interesting number of the Asiatic Society of Bengal’s journal of Indology, 
in good condition.
51–113, [1 blank] pp. Website of the Asiatic Society: ☞ More on our website

https://www.asiaticsocietykolkata.org/history
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Sydney, the Blue Mountains, Jenolan Caves and Launceston in 
the late 19th century

3 [AUST R A L I A]. PA I N E , John & Steven S P UR L I N G I I. [Photograph album containing pictures 
of New South Wales and Tasmania].
[ A u s t r a l i a , 1870s-1880s]. 16.5 × 37 
cm. With 34 mounted albumen prints, most-
ly between 10 × 15 cm and 18 × 23.5 cm, with 
the smallest ca. 7 × 10 cm, most of them 
captioned underneath in ink. Oblong half 
morocco photo album, titled “Queensland” 
on the front. € 1850

Large album contain-
ing photographs of 
Australia in the late 19th 
century. Although titled 
“Queensland” on the 
front cover, the album 
does not actually contain a 
single picture showing the 
territory of Queensland. 
The first 17 portray 
several official buildings 
in Sydney including St. 
Patrick’s College, the 
Colonial Secretar y’s 
building and the neo-Ital-
ian Renaissance General 
Post Office and show parts of the landscape in the vicinity 
of the city. Several other photographs show the Jenolan 
Caves, gold miners on Mount Morgan and the highly 
popular tourist attraction of Barron Falls “as usually seen”. 
Two group portraits show Aboriginal Australians. Most 
of these photographs are captioned and signed on the 
negative by John Paine (1833–1908), a British photogra-
pher who settled in Australia and specialized in pictures 
of Sydney and the Blue mountains.
A group of six photographs shows the landscape near 
Launceston, Tasmania. These photographs were produced 
by Steven Spurling (1847–1924), the son of a New Zealand 
photographer who settled in Launceston in the 1870s and 
is known for his experimental outdoor photography.
Binding very little worn at the extremities and slightly disc-
oloured at the edges. Some foxing on the album leaves but, 
with the exception of some minor tears, the photographs 
are undamaged.
18 ll. Cf. Burgess, “Stephen Spurling”, at: Obituaries Australia, National 
Centre of Biography, Australian National University. ☞ More on our 
website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_46038.html
https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_46038.html
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From Baghdad with love: photographs of the city in 1917–1918 by 
an Australian serving in Dunsterforce

4 [B AG H DA D – WO R L D WA R I]. [Album with photographs of Baghdad after its capture by the 
British in 1917].
Baghdad and Samarra, [1917-]1918. 17 × 24 cm. With 163 sepia tone photographs (ca. 6.5 × 4 cm) mounted 
on cloth-backed paper, a few captioned in ink on the page. Side-stitched. € 4500

Photo album showing Baghdad in 1917–1918, taken and/
or compiled by an Australian soldier named “Chris”. 
The 163 snapshots are ordered thematically and mostly 
show local life and the inhabitants of the city, including 
many portraits. A few of special interest are a photo-
graph of “Zubadie’s Tomb”, the supposed author of the 
Arabian nights, several images of a performance of the 
2nd Leicestershire Regiment’s concert troupe, a local fair, 
several church interiors, Al-Kadhimiya Mosque and several 
photos of Samarra including a proud camel titled as “a son 
of the desert”. Soldiers appear only occasionally, though 
one photograph shows several of them posed in front of 
a train.
According to an inscription on the front cover, Chris 
sent the album to Miss Gladys “Iris” Elvy in Daceyville, 
Sydney, “with love”, in January 1918. As an Australian in 
Baghdad, Chris must have belonged to the 1st Australian 
Wireless Signal Squadron, which formed part of the army 
that captured Baghdad in March 1917. The date inscribed 
on the front of the album, “Jan. 27th. 18.”, was the day that 
the advance party of Dunsterforce left Baghdad for Baku, 
suggesting that Chris formed part of this prototype special 
forces unit, whose mission it was to organize and train local 
anti-Bolshevik and anti-Turkish groups as a safeguard 
against Turkish movements in the area now that Russia 
had left the war.
Slightly smudged and with a few spots, but otherwise in 
excellent condition.
25 ll. For the signallers and Dunsterforce: Bean, “Appendix 5 – 
Australians in Mesopotamia”, in: The Australian imperial force in France 
during the main German offensive, 1918 (8th edition, 1941), pp. 703–764. 
☞ More on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_46050.html
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100 original photographic portraits  
of Berber men, women  
and children in Algeria

5 B O NA PA RT E , Roland. [Collection anthropologique du 
Prince Roland Bonaparte: Afrique du Nord].
[Paris (photographs taken in Algeria), ca. 1889]. 2 volumes. 
Two albums (41 × 34 cm), each containing 50 photograph-
ic portraits (21 × 15.5 cm), each photograph mounted over a 
brown-gold tint block on a thick paperboard leaf, with “Col-
lection du Prince Roland Bonaparte” printed in script letter-
ing in the foot margin below. Contemporary and uniform 
black half sheepskin. € 18 000

A pair of albums containing 100 original photographic studio portraits 
of at least mostly Algerian Berbers, some variously described elsewhere 
as “Arabes et Touaregs” or “Algériens et Kabyles”. They were made 
by and/or under the direction of Prince Roland Bonaparte, most or 
all in one studio that he set up, probably in Kabylië, a mountainous 
region in northern Algeria, east of Algiers, though the sitters could 
be ethnic Tuaregs, whose traditional lands in the Sahara included 
southern Algeria. Bonaparte presented many of these photographs at 
the Exposition Universelle held at Paris in 1889. Kabylië had remained 
largely independent when most of Algiers was governed by vassals of 
the Ottoman Empire and was one of the last regions conquered by the 
French in 1830.
Prince Roland Bonaparte (1858–1924), grandson of Napoleon’s 
brother, was a geographer, ethnologist, member (from 1910 to his death 
president) of the Société de Géographie, and photographer, though 
many photographs that appeared under his name were taken by pho-
tographers whom he hired and directed, including Felice Beato (1832–
1909). In what Bonaparte and his crew intended as scientific studies, 
they photographed and measured indigenous peoples in or from many 
regions around the world. For the 1889 Exposition Universelle at Paris 
Bonaparte published several small collections of his photographs under 
the title Collection anthropologique du Prince Roland Bonaparte with 
subtitles indicating the cultural group shown, but except for a larger 
collection of Hottentot (Khoikhoi) portraits they contained only 22–31 
photographs each. One of these published collections shows «22 phot. 
anthropologiques d’habitants de l’Afrique du Nord».
Three photographs in the first album are somewhat spotted, and the 
sitters in one of them and one other portrait are slightly blurred, 
apparently because they moved during the exposure, but the prints are 
otherwise in very good condition, with only some slight fading. One 
of the mounts is foxed and another shows a fold, neither affecting the 
photographic prints. The bindings show a few scuffs but are still in 
good condition.
[50], [50] ll., each with a mounted photographic print. For Bonaparte: Encyclopedia 
of nineteenth-century photography, vol. 1, pp. 172–173. ☞ More on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/L7ND9GWE5X6J.html
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Squadron 28 of the RAF during the Afridi Redshirt Rebellion:  
an extensive and detailed photo archive by one of the pilots

6 [I N D I A  - PA K I STA N ]. E A DY, Thomas William George. [R A F  aircraft, pilots, etc. during the 
Afridi Redshirt Rebellion on India’s North-West Frontier].
[India and Pakistan, especially their border region], 1929–1930. A collection of photographic silver-gelatin 
prints of aircraft, the squadron, aerial reconnaissance etc., made and compiled by Thomas William George 
Eady, flying officer of the no. 28 Squadron of the RAF. It comprises 3 photo albums (contemporary with the 
photos), 53 loose photos (20 × 15 cm, some with manuscript comments on the back), 5 related documents 
(dated 1928–1932) and a separate photographic portrait of Eady, in total nearly 2000 prints. The first and 
largest album, covers 1929, oblong 2° (30 × 39.5 cm) in blue cloth with brown cord ties, contains 183 prints 

in various sizes, mounted on 16 brown paper leaves 
with India ink captions by Eady in English. The 
second album, oblong 4° (33.5 × 24 cm) in green 
cloth with brown cord ties, contains 72 prints made 
during the Afridi Redshirt Rebellion, in various 
sizes and mounted on 20 brown paper leaves with 
neat India ink captions in English by Eady. The 
small third album, oblong small 4° (19 × 27 cm), 
consisting of 4 brown paper leaves tied together 
with black cord ties, contains 33 prints in various 
sizes mounted on the leaves, some duplicating 
prints in the largest album, with larger captions in 
black ink, probably not by Eady. € 12 500



A collection of photographs, made and compiled by Thomas 
William George Eady, flying officer in the no. 28 squadron of 
the British Royal Air Force. The squadron was at that moment 
based at Risalpur, an aerodrome near Peshawar in Northern 
Pakistan. The collection contains silver-gelatin prints, photo-
graphic snapshots and aerial reconnaissance photographs he made 
in 1929–1930, during his stay in the North West Frontier region 
on the India-Pakistan border.
They show the men in their daily activities and the places they 
visited in their leisure, such as a music saloon in Narkunda and 
Eady’s family(?) while staying at “Uncle Joey” in Madras. It further 
includes many views of the region, especially of Attock and 
Risalpur, but also of Bombay, Madras, The Malakand Pass, 
Bara Valley, snow at Drosh, etc., and shows glimpses of Indian 
culture. The collection therefore gives many insights into the 
life of a British Royal Air Force officer in the Indian North 
West Frontier.
Also interesting are the five related documents in the collection, 
including a letter from the Air Ministry in London, addressed 
to Eady and dated 25 May 1928, informing him about practical 
matters, such as his luggage, the amount of money he should 
take with him and whether he needs a passport.
Eady’s extensive photographic archive, coming from a flying 
officer for the British Royal Air Force, not only provides 
highly interesting insights into the Afridi Redshirt Rebellion, 

but also a detailed record, in images and captions, of the coura-
geous pilots of the no. 28 squadron of the British Royal Air Force, 
their aircrafts, activities and pastimes on the Indian North West 
Frontier.
Cloth of the blue album worn around the edges, head and foot 
of the spine of the green album slightly damaged, some edges of 
the paper documents a little frayed and some documents slightly 
foxed and stained, but otherwise a highly interesting collection 
of photographs in good condition.
 ☞ More on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_46121.html
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Unique photographs of the medical services  
in the British Gold Coast Colony (Ghana)

7 [G H A NA]. [Photo album of the British Gold Coast Colony in the early 1910s, with an emphasis on the 
medical services].
[Ghana, early 1910s]. 24.5 × 15.5 cm. With 96 silver gelatin photographs (7 × 9.5 cm), mounted in an album 
and captioned in English below. Contemporary blue cloth photo album. € 3850

Photograph album, by an unknown photographer, of 
the British Gold Coast Colony (modern Ghana) with a 
particular emphasis on the Colonial Medical Service, sug-
gesting that the photographer was attached to the service. 
Although the photographs have captions, they name no 
time or any specific individual.
The largest part of the album contains photographs 
of Sekondi and shows the town’s hospital, the medical 
officer of health’s office and bungalow, a medical officer’s 
bungalow and several town and street views. A set of 8 pho-
tographs shows preparations for waterworks near Sekondi, 
including a “site of the proposed dam”, which would date 
the photographs somewhere in the early 1910s, a group 
portrait of the medical officer, engineers and a foreman 

and local residents. There are also views of Chama, Axim, 
Half Assini, the railway station at Tarkwa, Somanya, Kade 
and Anum and the old Dutch fortresses at Accra, Cape 
Coast and Sekondi. Daily life is visible in multiple pho-
tographs and includes butchers and refuse incinerators in 
Sekondi, a mail carrier on the road to Chawa, fish ovens 
and fishermen in Chama, a group of children washing in 
Sekondi, a market at Dodowa and a funeral procession in 
Somanya.
Binding somewhat worn at the edges. In good condition. 
A unique collection of photographs of Ghana with a par-
ticular emphasis on the medical services.
24 ll. Cf. Greenwood, ed., Beyond the state (2015). ☞ More on our 
website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_46021.html
https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_46021.html
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12 original photographs of the Leiden Hortus Botanicus in the 1860s
8 [L E IDE N]. G OE DE LJE E, Jan. [Title on front cover:] Photographische gezichten in s’ Rijks Akademietuin 

te Leiden. 1866.
Leiden, 1866. Oblong 2°. 12 original photographic albumen prints (ca. 19.5 × 25 cm) with rounded corners, 
mounted on paperboard leaves (30.5 × 37 cm), with tissue guard leaves. Contemporary blind-tooled green cloth 
with title in gold on the front board, silk endpapers. € 4250

Twelve beautiful original photographic albumen prints 
taken in the Hortus Botanicus of Leiden University, the first 
botanical garden in the Northern Netherlands, founded in 
1590. The locations of many of the photographs are still recog-
nizable, including most of the buildings, “the bust near the 
bee-hives” and the Witte Singel (the canal next to the garden). 
Jan Goedeljee (1824–1905) began as bookbinder in Leiden 
but from 1865 on he preferred to be known as photographer. 
He had a studio on the Hogewoerd and already in 1866 he 
published this collection of 12 photographic albumen prints. 
Specializing also in portrait photography, including portraits 

of members of the Royal family, he called himself ”Court 
photographer”.
With an owner’s inscription of Carsten H. Witte on the 
verso of the fly-leaf. Carsten Witte (1802–1881) was born in 
Schleswig Holstein and moved to Rotterdam in 1820 where 
he became the first ”hortulanus” (conservator of the botanic 
gardens) in that city. Front cover soiled, gilding of title partly 
damaged, corners bumped and with library label. Some foxing 
in paperboards; most of the tissues – some lacking – frayed; 
some of the photographs are slightly faded, apparently as 
issued. Otherwise in good condition.
[12] ll. ☞ More on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_45597.html
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19th-century Muiden and Laren
9 [G O O I ST R E E K]. Gezichten langs den Gooischen stoomtram.

[Amsterdam], E. van Elfrinkhoff, [ca. 1893]. (Ca. 22.5 × 17.5 cm). With the title-page and each of the 12 
photographs (12 × 17 cm) pasted on paperboard (17 × 22 cm), the photographs with printed titles below. 
Contemporary paperboard box. € 1250

Rare collection of charming views of Muiden and Laren, 
along the trail of a steam tram. The photographs of Laren 
include Laarderhoog and the Hamdorff hotel (nowadays 
a restaurant); those of Muiden depict the Elsnerus cafe, 
the bathhouse, Muiderberg and the castle (Muiderslot) and 
other sights.
With extensive manuscript notes on verso of the title-page 
by one of the first owners, who among other things writes 
that he bought this collection at an Amsterdam auction of 
H.G. Bom in 1893.
The title-page cut horizontally below each of the six text 
lines with no loss or damage of words. In good condition.
 ☞ More on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/D41DFNV03MLM.html
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Wonderful large crisp photos 
of Russian race horses

10 [R AC E H O R S E S – RUS S I A]. [12 pho-
tographs of race horses].
[Russia, ca. 1900]. Each photo ca. 27 × 37 cm. 
Pasted on cardboard. € 5000

Series of 12 fine, large and sharp photographs of 
Russian race horses. Pasted below each photo, a slip 
with text written in cyrillic script names the horse, 
owner, pedigree and breed of horse in the photo-
graph. Each horse is accompanied by a man holding 
the reins, dressed in possibly a matching costume. 
They were all photographed at the same track in the 
yard of what seems to be a palace. The names of the 
horses are: Prezes, Jako, Velizarij, Fanfara, Taran, 
Lenta, Mon Barry, Karina, Lusty, Nord-Ost, Lena 
and Forteca.
With a blind stamped signature of the photographer, 
(unidentified by us). Paperboard supports slightly 
warped. One photo with a minor tear, otherwise all 
in very good condition.
 ☞ More on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/L7NBLF1PS3N8.html
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First-hand account of the British military in India’s Northwest
11 [I N D I A]. [W. R A H N (photographer).] [Album with photographs of the Tirah Expedition].

Including:
 – Key [manuscript identifying sitters in 1 photograph in the album]. 2 loose leaves.
 – [Manuscript list of captions to 10 photographs in the album]. 1 leaf.
Kirkee (Pune, India), Sappers and Miners’ Press, [1898]. Folio album (40 × 33 cm). A photo album with 53 pho-
tographic prints on 12 paperboard leaves, hinged to stubs with 3 cords. Including 9 large albumen prints from 
21 × 26.5 cm to 13.5 × 29 cm, 43 gelatin silver prints from 12 × 18 cm. to 9 × 10.5 cm., and a loosely inserted large 
albumen print 21 × 28.5 cm on a similar paperboard support. Contemporary cloth with closing straps. Manu-
scripts loosely inserted in the album.
(2) PA R K , Superintendent. 1898. Catalogue of photographs by Sergeant A.J. Clarke R.E. taken during Tirah 
Expedition, 1897–1898.
[Kirkee (Pune, India), Sappers and Miners’ Press, 1898]. Small 2° (22 × 14.5 cm), [4] pp. With a lithographed ti-
tle-page. Loosely inserted in the album. € 8750

Collection of photographs taken by a British Indian Army 
officer who served in the Peshawar Column during the Tirah 
Expedition in the Northwest Frontier of India from June 1897 
to April 1898, including a manuscript “Key” that identifies 
seven British officers that are in the first photo of the album 
and a list of captions to 10 photos in the album.
The Tirah Expedition was aimed against the Afridi and 
Orakzai tribes in British India’s Northwest Frontier (mod-
ern-day Khyber Pashtunkhwa province of Pakistan). One 
of many Northwest Frontier campaigns of British India, the 
Tirah campaign concentrated on the area west and south of 
Peshawar, in the mountainous region between the valleys of 
the Bara and Kohat Rivers. The album primarily documents 
the actions of the Tirah field force’s Peshawar Column under 
command of Brigadier-General Arthur George Hammond 
(1843–1919), which followed the route of the Bara Valley.
The present photo album contains 8 large albumen photos 
documenting the movement of the Peshawar Column. The 
large photos were taken by W. Rahn, according to the memoirs 
of Peshawar Column officer Richard Thomsett, “we had a pho-
tographer named Rahn with the column, and he accompanied 
us until we arrived at Ali Masjid in December [1897], when 
an accident necessitated his returning to India. Rahn was a 
German who had come out to the East some twenty years 

before and seemed to be ubiquitous, for wherever we were, 
there he was with his camera ready, and I must say he took 
some very excellent pictures”.
The present album also includes 43 smaller gelatin photos, 
with manuscript captions for 10 of them on a small piece of 
paper, perfectly describing the photos on leaves 5 and 9 of 
the album. The album is supplemented with a rare 4-page 
brochure, no doubt produced in a small print-run, that lists 
99 photos. About 20 have been marked by hand in pencil, 
probably by the album’s compiler. The brochure indicates 
that the present photos could be purchased from the Bombay 
Sappers and Miners.
8 of the large photos have contemporary manuscript captions 
in ink on the mounts. 2 marks on the front paste-down 
reading “photographs by British Royal Engineers. Tirah 
Expedition 1897–1898”, [North India]. Binding slightly 
rubbed on extremities, the original 5 cords replaced with 3 
new black cords, hinged to stubs . A few images mildly faded. 
The additional manuscript leaves foxed and worn. Otherwise 
in good condition.
 The navy and army illustrated, V, no. 53, 24 December 1897, pp. 150–152 (4 
of the 8 large photographs) & no. 57, 18 February 1898, p. 275; R.G. Thomsett, 
With the Peshawar olumn. Tirah expeditionary force, London, 1899, pp. 
103–104. ☞ More on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_45702.html
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Spectacular collection of 133 magnificent original  
Woodbury & Page photographs of Java and Sumatra

12 [ JAVA – SUM AT R A]. Souvenir des Indies ( Java and West Sumatra).
Batavia, Woodbury & Page, 1865–1885. 3 albums (34 × 46 x 5.5 cm; photographs ca. 19.5 × 24.5 cm). 33 
original photographs (numbered in pencil), all albumen prints (ca. 190–200 × 230–250 mm), mounted 
on thin paperboard leaves (42.5 × 31 cm) with gilt edges. Stored in 3 contemporary book-shaped boxes. A 
few annotations in pencil on the back of some photographs. € 22 500

The 3 boxes, containing 133 photographs, form one of the 
rare choice collections that were sold to individual buyers 
who could select photographs at the famous studio of 
Woodbury & Page – established at Rijswijkstraat, Batavia 
(now Jakarta) – to be stored in boxes or albums with 
titles like “Vues de Java”, “Vues des Indes”, “Gezigten van 
Batavia” (sold as standard collections of 16 photographs 
in an album), etc.
The collection contains 27 photographs of Batavia and 
surroundings, including Woodbury & Page’s best-known 
view, showing the place where travellers disembarked 
after their long journey, further the Amsterdam Poort, 
Molenvliet, China town, Hotel der Nederlanden, Prapatan 
area, Waterlooplein, Weltevreden, Meester Cornelis and 
the road to Buitenzorg (Bogor), also including portraits 
of the famous painter Raden Saleh and his wife, and 
his mansion. Also present are 19 photographs of the 
“Grote Postweg” from Bogor, via the Puntjak pass, 
Sindanglaya, and Tjiandjur, to Bandung, including views 
of Sindanglaya, Tjiandjur (Ciandjur) and the country 

house of the Governor-General at Tjipanas. Next to these 
photographs, the collection holds 8 photographs of the 
Preanger: Sukabumi and south coast, 11 photographs of 
Bandung and surroundings, including the houses of the 
Regent and the Resident, the “Sociëteit” (Clubhouse) and 
the Mosque, 24 photographs of the road from Bandung, 
via Sindanglaya and Garut to Sumedang, including the tea 
plantation Waspada (owner: K.F. Holle), near Garut; and 
12 photographs of Sumedang, Pakalongan and Semarang.
Some light marginal foxing (not affecting the photo-
graphs), 2 hinges weak and the inner lining of the boxes 
soiled in places, but still in very good condition.
 Scott Merrillees, Batavia in nineteenth century photographs (2000); 
John Bloom, “Woodbury and Page: photographers of the old order”, in: 
Toward independence: a century of Indonesia photographed (1991). ☞ 
More on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_45595.html
https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_45595.html
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Photographic portrait of future King Saud of Saudi Arabia,  
with very high quality colouring turning it largely into a painting

13 L A FAY ET T E ST UD I O. [Crown Prince Saud bin Abdulaziz Al Saud of Saudi Arabia].
[London, 1935]. Matt silver print (ca. 28 × 36 cm), watercolour, pastel, gouache and oil paint. Mounted on paper 
in a passe-partout. Signed “Lafayette” in pencil on the mount. In a wooden frame (ca. 53 × 64 cm), under glass.
 € 35 000

Impressively coloured photographic portrait of the Saudi 
crown prince Saud (1902–1969), by the eminent London 
photographic studio Lafayette. Prince Saud, the future King 
Saud of Saudi Arabia, had been appointed crown prince in 
1933 and fought in the 1934 war against Yemen. After the war 
his father encouraged him to travel abroad, and over the next 
few years he visited Saudi-Arabia’s neighbours, Europe and the 
United States. While in London, Prince Saud had his portrait 
taken by the Lafayette studio, originally established in Dublin 
in 1880. It is no coincidence that Prince Saud chose a firm 
that had photographed numerous emperors, kings, sultans, 
earls, early movie stars, etc. The firm would also provide hand 
coloured prints on request, and the current photograph is an 

example of the very high quality they provided. The photo-
graph of Prince Saud was coloured by painting over the pho-
tograph with watercolours and pastel. A subsequent treatment 
made it possible to use tiny drops of oil paint to highlight the 
gold trimming on his robe, the jewels and pearls on his sword 
and the small lights in his eyes.
In very good condition, with only very minor craquelure. A 
colour portrait of the future King Saud of Arabia: a photo-
graph enhanced by an expert painter, from the leading British 
firm for the genre.
 For Lafayette: Russell Harris, Narrated in calm prose. ☞ More on our 
website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/I7D9LIPN5PS6.html
https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/I7D9LIPN5PS6.html
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Unique collection of Paris fashion 
photographs from the 1910s, 

possibly modelled  
by the famous actress  

Régina Badet
14 M A N UE L , Henri. [Collection of 33 Paris fashion 

photographs from the 1910s].
Paris, Henri Manuel, [ca. 1910/20]. 33 albumen prints, 
3 oval (ca. 19 × 15 cm) and 30 rectangular (ca. 27 × 16 
cm), including 5 duplicates (with tint variations). The 
faces on two of the photographs are lightly tinted. 
Each photograph is mounted on a sheet of paper and 
signed in pencil “Henri Manuel Paris”. Three photo-
graphs are also signed in the plate. € 3950

Collection of early fashion photographs by the renowned 
Parisian photographer Henri Manuel. Each shows a model 
before a studio background (showing a columned hall or 
various outdoor settings). Taken in the 1910s, the photo-
graphs show the changing fashions of the era: orientalist 
influences, the changes from the long narrow skirt into the 
war crinoline silhouette, the rise upwards of the hemline 
and even a pair of trousers worn under a skirt. The collec-
tion also includes several photographs showing fur-lined 
overcoats and military inspired velvet caps.
Although the photographs bear no captions, one is stamped 
and inscribed on the back (visible when held up in front of 
a light source, as the photograph is mounted on a sheet of 
paper) showing clothing by the maison Lieser & Michels.
Henri Manuel (1874–1947) and his brother Gaston opened 
a photography studio in Paris in 1910, and Henri quickly 
became one of the most sought after portrait and fashion 
photographers. After the brothers separated in about 1913, 
Henri continued the business and became the official pho-
tographer for the French government. Over the next two 
decades he worked for over 30 different fashion magazines 
and photographed for Chanel, Lanvin, Patou, Poiret, 
Schiaparelli and others. He sold studio in 1941 and most 
of his photographic plates were destroyed in 1945.
Some photographs with a few spots. Some paper mounts 
frayed and soiled or spotted but most quite neat and all 
photographs in very good condition.
 Denoyelle, “Le studio Henri Manuel et le ministère de la Justice”, 
in: Yvorel & Basdevant (eds.), Images de l’enfance et de la jeunesse 
“irrégulières”, pp. 127–143. ☞ More on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_45693.html
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Photographs  
and negatives  

of surgical procedures,  
including images  

of three prominent  
female gynaecologists

15 Q U I L L I A M , Andrew. An abridged 
collection of photographs, taken in vari-
ous departments of some of the hospitals 
which I have attended whilst a student 
1940–43.
[England], 1940–1943. With 137 gelatin 
silver prints (including many repeats) 
and 161 celluloid negatives, most of them 
measuring ca. 5.5 × 8 cm, but some larger 
formats. Five albums of varying sizes with 
photographs, one box with some loosely 
inserted photographs and 2 albums with 
negatives. € 5000

Large collection of photographs and negatives 
of surgeries at several hospitals during the 
Second World War, taken by the medical 
student Andrew Quilliam (d. 2008), who 
would become lecturer in anatomy and embry-
ology at University College London. Among 
the photographs are several showing three 
prominent female obstetricians and gynaecolo-
gists performing surgical operations: Josephine 
Barnes (1912–1999), Dr. Gertrude Dearnley 
(1884–1982), who founded the Fertility Clinic 
at the Royal Free Hospital in London (the first 
in London), and Gladys Dodds (1898–1982), 
who wrote the book Gynaecology for nurses 
(1946) and later worked in Hong Kong for 
the Family Planning Association. In one album 
all the photographs are captioned, mention-
ing the wide variety of operations that take 
place, often also mentioning the performing 
doctor. The negatives are inserted in two small 
albums, which open with a few pages mention-
ing briefly the content of the majority of the 
negatives.
One album with most of its photographs 
removed (perhaps now included in the box 
with loose photographs). The loose photo-
graphs slightly curved. Otherwise in very good 
condition.
 ☞ More on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/K8GG3HCH6177.html
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5 original glass lantern slides  
with the earliest photographs of Mecca and Medina

16 SADIQ BEY, Muhammad, Christiaan SNOUCK HURGRON JE and Al-Sayyid ‘Abd al-GH AFFÂR . 
[5 photographic lantern slides of Mecca and Medina (silver gelatin glass positives), taken in the years 1880 to 1889].
Stuttgart, Lichtbilderverlag Theodor Benzinger, [ca. 1910]. 5 glass positive lantern slides (8.5 × 10 cm), each with 
a black paper mask, paper tape around the edges, a letterpress slip at the foot giving the publisher’s name and city, 
and a slip at the head with the manuscript title. Kept in a contemporary purpose-made wooden box with brass 
fittings, with the word “Mekka” on the top of the hinged lid. € 35 000

Five of the earliest and best photographs of Mecca and 
Medina, beautifully preserved as silver gelatin glass plates, 
including the first photograph of the Ka’ba in Mecca’s Masjid 
al-Haram (Great Mosque). Two of the photographs were 
taken by the first person to photograph Mecca and Medina, 
the Egyptian Colonel Muhammad Sadiq Bey (1832–1902), 
who made them in 1880 for the Ottoman Sultan Abdülhamid 
II. The others were taken by the first European to photograph 
Mecca, Christiaan Snouck Hurgronje, and Al-Sayyid ‘Abd 
al-Ghaffâr, who worked closely with him. Snouck Hurgronje 
(1857–1936), one of the greatest pioneering Dutch Arabists, 
converted to Islam and lived in Mecca from January to about 
July 1885. The photographs by these three men are best known 
and most often reproduced from the published collotype fac-
similes, and the rare surviving early albumin prints are usually 
faded and often otherwise in bad condition. The present five 

plates, sold as lantern slides for magic lantern presentations, 
are therefore of the greatest importance as well-preserved high 
quality images of these famous photographs, providing the 
best early images of the mosques of Mecca and Medina.
All five slides are in very good condition, with only a bit of 
dust and an occasional smudge on the glass.
They show:
1) The Masjid al-Haram in Mecca (the Great Mosque)
2) A closer view of the Ka’ba in Mecca
3) A portrait of an unidentified Mu’ezzin in Mecca
4) A portrait of an unidentified East Indian pilgrim
5) The al-Masjid an-Nabawi in Medina (the Prophet’s Mosque)
 Cf. D. v.d. Wal, Christiaan Snouck Hurgronje (2011); J. J. Witkam, new 
introduction to the 2007 reprint of the 1931 English translation of Hurgronje, 
Mekka. ☞ More on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/I6EE3KZTXN5Q.html
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Erotic photo album from the Belle Époque,  
mostly on the theme of flagellation

17 [S A D O M A S O C H I S M]. R A B I E R , Hector (compiler). [Binding title:] Peines [et] supplices.
[France/Belgium, early 20th century]. 4° (23.5 × 20 cm). Album containing 24 small contact prints and 
153 albumen or gelatin silver prints, 16 photographic reproductions of paintings or drawings, 2 albumen 
prints of nudes and 17 silver gelatin prints of sadomasochistic scenes. Contemporary black cloth, with the 
title (“H. Rabier – peines – supplices”) on the spine. € 15 000

Captivating erotic photo album containing both original 
photographs and reproductions on the themes of “punish-
ment and penance”, which in most cases means flagellation. 
This specific album was probably compiled by a certain 
H[ector] Rabier, whose name is inscribed on the spine and 
was possibly a young Belgian. Among the reproductions of 
prints in this album, can be found various images with an 
erotic nature showing the flagellation of women by men 
and women, and non-erotic images of the torture and pun-
ishment of (female) heretics and witches, including repro-
ductions of artworks. A few series do not involve women 
and show various types of corporal punishment in the 
French colonies of Algeria and Indochina and flogging in 
the British army. A series of 27 images, though not explic-
itly showing scenes of corporal punishment, shows life in 
the Parisian women’s prison of Saint Lazare, which also 
doubled as a hospital for the city’s prostitutes. 12 photo-
graphs show wood engravings of the cruel murder and 
torture of nude women by Cossacks, most including the 
pins used to hold the engravings in place. Of the original 
photographs, two “academic nudes” show a woman from 
behind, kneeling on top of a chair or hanging face down 
over a chair or cabinet. The other 17 photographs show a 
semi-nude woman being bound or tortured by “oriental” 
men or monks. A montage of small images suggests that 
the woman-and-monk photographs, probably suggesting a 
witch or heretic being tortured by the inquisition, formed 
part of a larger collection on this subject. Although these 
photographs were obviously intended to be pornographic 
images, they are hardly more explicit than contemporary 
historical paintings at the Salon, or the images in popular 
histories.
With the spine somewhat worn and discoloured, the pages 
of the album very lightly foxed, some of the photographs 
partly detached from the page, and some of the larger pho-
tographs slightly worn and discoloured at the edges; overall 
both album and photographs are in good condition.
[52 pp.] ☞ More on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/J1NH6Y7HYA75.html
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Photograph album showing trotting
18 [H OR SE S]. S CHNA E B E L I, H.. [Binding title:] Album des 

Trabrenn-Sport.
Berlin, H. Schnaebeli & Co, 1879. Oblong 8° (33 × 26.5 cm) album 
with 16 original albumen prints (ca. 20.5 × 15 cm), mounted on 
paperboard. Original richly decorated cloth. Title on front cover: 
“Album des Trabrenn-Sport. H. Schnaebeli & Co. Hof-Photog-
raphen u. Kunstverlag. Berlin Unter den Linden 30”. € 8500

Fine album of original albumen prints depicting trotting. All horses and 
jockeys are identified in handwriting on the opposite page. 1 Cremien. 2. 
Lump. schw. H. v. Lump a. d. Nelly Parker. Züchter u. Bes. Gestüt Mariahall. 
3. Mazeppa. Fahrer J. W. Raymer. 4. anon. 5. France’s Alexander. Schwarzer 
Hengst v. Ben Patschen a. d. Jenny Martin. Besitzer Gestüt Mariahall. 6. 
Lynwood. Schimmel-Hengst v. Clinker a. d. Belton Maid. Besitzer. Berliner 
Trabrenn-Verein. 7. Sunol. Braune Stute v. Electioneer a. d. Wazana. Besitzer 
Rob. Bronner. 8. Djelowaja. Schimmel-Stute v. Atlasnuyi a. d. Delni. Besitzer 
und Fahrer Herr G. Barthels. 9. Blue belle. Fuchs-Stute v. Blue Bull. Besitzer: 
Gestüt Mariahall. Trainer u. Fahrer L. Raymer. 10. Polly. Braune Stute v. 
Hamdallah a. d. Belle. Besitzer: Herr Ehrich. Trainer u. Fahrer Joe Raymer. 
11. Tiger. F. H. gez. in Russland 1873 v. Stroining a. d. Saszita. Besitzer: Albas 
Singer in Wien. 12. Lumpazius. br. H. v. Lump a. d. Addre E. C. Züchter u. 
Bes. Gestüt Mariahall. 13. Sametz. 14. Maud. S. Fuchs-Stute v. Harlod a. d. 
Miss Russell. 15. Ledenaja. Fahrer J. W. Raymer. 16. Jersey Thorne brauner 
Hengst v. Thorndale a. d. Martha, Besitzer Mr. Wilson. – Most photographs 
signed in the negative (“H. Schnaebeli”); one dated 1879. Very early example 
of an album illustrating horses, horsemanship and trotting. Extremely scarce: 
we were unable to trace another copy in any public library according to 
OCLC-Worldcat and KVK; not in JAP or ABPC.
Binding a bit discoloured, otherwise very well preserved. Boards show some 
browning and foxing; albumen prints in very good condition.
 ☞ More on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/G84BDE85OGMK.html
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20 large photographic views of Singapore ca. 1870
19 [S I N G A P O R E]. [S AC HT L E R , August, and others]. [Views of Singapore and surroundings].

[Singapore, ca. 1870]. 20 large uniform albumen prints (21 × 27 cm), all but 1 in landscape format. Each print 
mounted on paperboard (24.5 × 32.5 cm) with a manuscript series number and a German caption. Kept in a 
modern black cloth clamshell box. € 18 000

A uniform set of large photographic albumen prints of 
Singapore, including exterior views of traditional, European 
and mixed-style buildings, landscapes, the botanical gardens, 
etc., many with European and/or Malay people in the scene 
and some with horse-drawn carriages, or boats. The two views 
from Fort Canning have been attributed to August Sachtler 
(ca. 1839–1873): one looking southwest toward Telok Blanagah 
village and its hill, with a Malay man in the foreground; the 
other looking southeast toward the roadstead, with many 
ships in the background and a canon in the foreground, at 
least the former published in National Museum of Singapore, 
The image of our landscape (2009). Sachtler gained experience 
as a photographer in the Prussian Expedition to Japan and 
China (1860–1862), came to Singapore in 1863 and worked 
there as a commercial photographer to his death in April 1873. 

He may have made some of the other photographs as well. 
They show the Jamae Mosque (ca. 1835) and Sri Mariamman 
Hindu temple (ca. 1827); six views of the botanical gardens 
established by Whampoa (1816–1880); a jungle plantation in 
operation (with 4 boats); jungle houses built on wooden stilts 
with roofs and some walls of reed; the Hôtel de l’Europe; the 
mission chapel; the gothic revival St Andrew’s Cathedral (ca. 
1861); Raffles Square; the town hall (ca. 1862).
As usual with albumen prints, the sky in the background shows 
little or no detail of clouds, and two or three have lost a bit of 
detail in the background, but all further preserve very detailed 
images and are in very good condition, with only occasional 
minor spots. A remarkable set of large, detailed and well-pre-
served historical images of Singapore ca. 1870.
 ☞ More on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/L6IBGMM5FCVL.html
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Extremely rare: 20 original photographs of Mekka  
by the “earliest Arabian photographer”

20 S N O U C K HUR G R O N J E , Christian. Bilder aus Mekka.
Leiden, E.J. Brill, 1889. Oblong folio (ca. 28 x 37 cm). 20 collotype prints mounted on 18 sheets loose in a red gilt 
cloth portfolio as issued, complete with the oft-lacking half-title, list of plates, title and preface.  € 135 000

One of the earliest photographic documents of Mecca 
and the Hajj, preceded only by the photographs of 
Muhammed Sadiq Bey published in 1881 (Sotheby’s, 4 June 
1998: £1,250,000). Much rarer than the author’s similarly 
titled “Bilder-Atlas zu Mekka”, a portfolio of lithographs 
to accompany the “Mekka” books which Snouck had 
published after his return from the Arabian Peninsula. 
“Following the publication of ‘Bilder-Atlas zu Mekka’, 
Hurgronje received a letter from his doctor in Makkah, 
whom he had taught the art of photography. The letter 
contained new photographs of the hajj which were of 
such great interest that he decided in 1889 to publish 
his ‘Bilder aus Mekka’ [...] The photographs provide an 
insight into the world of Makkah’s inhabitants, pilgrims 
from all over the Islamic world, in addition to the sharif 
of Makkah, the Turkish governor, and various religious 
and secular figures” (Badr el-Hage, p. 46f.). “In 1981 F. H. 
S. Allen and C. Gavin first identified the earliest Arabian 
photographer by deciphering his elaborately calligraphed 

signatures, which without exception had been erased from 
the plates reproduced by Snouck Hurgronje: ‘Futugrafiyat 
al-Sayyid ‘Abd al-Ghaffar, tabib Makka’ (The Photography 
of the Sayyid Abd al-Ghaffar, physican of Mecca). This 
princely eye surgeon had been host to the young Snouck 
in Mecca immediately after the Dutchman’s conversion to 
Islam. Snouck claimed to have taught his host how to use 
a camera and attributes to him (without ever mentioning 
his name) the pictures reproduced in ‘Bilder aus Mekka’”.
With the bookplate of De Belder, dated 1914, on the front 
pastedown.  Cloth portfolio a little faded; spine repaired. 
The first four leaves of letterpress material have been rein-
forced along the left edge. Prints and their mounts in 
excellent condition, crisp with very slight toning. Very rare: 
only two copies at auctions internationally during the past 
decades (the last, at Sotheby’s in 2006, was incomplete, 
lacking all the text leaves).
Macro 1233; cf. Badr el-Hage. Saudi Arabia Caught in Time. Reading, 
1997; F. E. Peters. The Muslim Pilgrimage to Mecca and the Holy Place. 
Princeton University Press 1996. ☞ More on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_46321.html





